equality holds if and only if \ [\z\, •] is AC in the sense of [1, p. 411] . This result, which we shall use in a later paper, is obtained by extracting essential elements in Cesari's presentation of the theory of generalized Jacobians associated with a parametric surface of finite area [1] .
Stronger types of quasi additivity relations are discussed in § 4. Necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of the interval function I[|21, •] are determined for the basic quasi additivity hypothesis to be equivalent to a stronger hypothesis used by Cesari [3, p. 130] .
The connection between the present formulation and that of Cesari is discussed in § 5. It is observed that Cesari's representation S r [f(T, z) , A] = 1 f(T, θ)dμ, holds in the present setting also. J1
* Definitions and first properties* Let A be a nonempty set, {1} be a nonempty collection of subsets / of A, {D} be a nonempty family of nonempty finite systems D = [I] of sets I in {J}, and δ be a real-valued function defined on {D}. We refer to the sets in {/} as intervals and to the function δ as a mesh. The axioms (a): A is a topological space, (b): each interval I has a nonempty interior, 
= [J] is also a system, then S[s, ilf, D] -S[z, M, D o ] = J /S (Z, M)[^/ S (J, 7)«(J) -z(I)] + ^s(J, M)[l -Σ l8 (J, 1)8(1, M)]z(J);
the second term on the right is nonnegative whenever z is nonnegative.
The B-C integral of z over M is defined as
provided this limit, taken as δ(D) -•» 0, exists in ί7 m . If 2; is realvalued, then 00 is also allowed as a value for this integral. 
and we conclude that z is quasi additive on M'. It is convenient to set
whenever these B-C integrals exist and are finite, and to set F(M) = 0, etc., otherwise. We also define 2* B-C integrals as interval functions* The total variation (relative to {D}) of z over M is defined as
where the supremum is taken over all systems D e {D}. We have 
These two properties of the total variation are well-known (cf. [1, 9.3] ). The connectedness of the intervals is assumed in (ii) to assure that if I a G y then IaG n for one and only one value of n. In the next two results we assume that z is nonnegative (realvalued) . In this case we have ^~ = F.
THEOREM 2.2. If z is nonnegative and quasi additive on M, then the interval function F is also quasi additive on M, and
Proof. In view of (1.3), it suffices to take M' = M. We first prove the equalities in (1). For any two systems D o = [7] and
for every system 
8(J, I)F(J) -F(I)]~ < N(e/N) = e
by (4). This proves that F is quasi subadditive on M. By (1) we F, M] and this B-C integral is finite. Thus F is quasi additive on M by statement (ii) of (1.2).
PROPOSITION 2.3. If z is nonnegative and quasi additive on M, then F(M)
Proof. Let {D'} be the family of all nonempty finite systems of nonoverlapping intervals Ie{I} and let δ' be the mesh on {D'} defined
The proposition is now a consequence of (2.1) and (2.2) applied to ({D'}, δ').
Examples (see [1, p. 400] ) show that strict inequality may hold in the above proposition even if M is the union of extensively overlapping sets M n .
We We assume that a mesh δ on {D} is given. The definitions and results of this section may also be used if {/} is replaced by the collection of all polyhedral regions or simple polyhedral regions (see [4] ) contained in A.
We recall some definitions. A real-valued interval function z is said to be [1, p. 216] .
Given w e A, let Q be generic for a closed fc-cube, Q a A, with faces parallel to the coordinate hyperplanes of E k and with weQ°.. The derivative of a real-valued interval function z at the point w is defined as 
. Suppose z is nonnegative, overadditive, and BV. Then the limit (1) exists and is finite a.e. in A, D(w, z) is Borel measurable and L-integrable on A, and V[z, A] ^ \ D(w, z)dw. The

JA same inequality holds if A is replaced by any open set G c A or by any set Ie {/}. The equality V[z, A] = \ D(w, z)dw holds if and only
JA if z is AC and, in this case, the same equality holds if A is replaced by any G or I as above.
Let z = (z lf
,D{%v) = D(w, F) , D r (w) = D(w, F r ) , Dt{w) = D(w, Ft) , D-{w) -D(w, FT) , J r (w) = Dt(w) -D7(w) , J(w) = (J^w), ~,JJw)) .
From (1.4) we obtain \J T \ = \Dj -Dv\ ^ D; +
In the next two results we assume that z is real-valued. PROPOSITION 
If z is real-valued and quasi additive on A and if \[\z\ y A] is finite, then D + (w)B~(w) -0 and \J(w)\ -D(w) a.e*.
in A. Hence,
^ S[« + , G u D] ^ S[z + , H u D] = Σ, s(J, HJz+iJ) + Σ/ s(/, A)[l -Σz 8(J, I)8( < εβn + ε/2n = εjn and, as 3(D)-+0, we obtain ^ F + {G,) <* εjn. From (2.2) and (3.1) we now have
As ε > 0 and n were arbitrary, we conclude that L k (M ln Γ\M 2n ) = 0 for each n. The proof is essentially the same as given in parts (a) and (b) of the proof of [1, 30.1 (ii) ]: simply replace the letter V by F and the references to [1, 9.1] and [1, 12.1] by a reference to (2.6) in the present paper. 
The equality F(A) = \ \J(w)\dw holds if and only if F is AC and,
JA in this case, the same equality holds if A is replaced by any set G or I as above.
This theorem is a consequence of (2.2), (3.1), and (3.5).
4* t>quasi additivity* We assume axioms (a)-(d) of § 1 throughout this section. In addition, let there be associated with each subset E of 4 a set ff satisfying the condition (t L ): E ι is contained in the interior of E, (t 2 ): E* c G ι whenever E c G c A.
An analogous definition of "£-quasi subadditivity" may be formulated if z is real-valued. The statements of § 1 remain valid if the terms "quasi additive", "quasi subadditive", and "s(J, I)" are consistently replaced by "£-quasi additive", "£-quasi subadditive", and "s(J, /*)", respectively. (We do not modify the definition of the B-C integral.) PROPOSITION 
If z is t-quasi additive on M, then z is also quasi additive on M.
Proof. For any two systems D o = [I] and D =-[J] we have
Σ (, )[Σ (
< e/2 + e/2 = ε .
Thus, given ε > 0, there is a set ΛΓ = Λf'(e), Λf' c Λf * c Λf, and a number λ = λ(ε) > 0 such that
for every system D with δ(D) < λ. Thus, PROPOSITION Thus s x + s 2 + s 3 < ε, s 4 + s 5 + s 6 < ε, and we conclude that z is ί-quasi additive on M.
If z is quasi additive on M, \[\z\, M] is finite, and FiM 1 ) = F(M), then &~(M
We remark that the connectedness of the intervals JΓG{/} is not used in the sufficiency part of the above proof. Cesari then defined B-C integrals over G and quasi additivity on G relative to the directed system ({D} G , δ G ); axiom (e) was used to obtain properties of the B-C integrals as set functions.
To see that Cesari's formulation is contained in that of the present paper we observe the following two statements. ({J9}, δ) . Statement (i) was proved by Cesari [3, p. 117] , and (ii) may be proved in an analogous manner. Since simple examples show that if \[\z\, G] -0 there may no mesh δ G satisfying axiom (e), some improvement is gained by formulating all quasi additivity relations relative to the single directed system ({D}, δ) as in the present paper. The theorems proved by Cesari [3] carry over to the present setting, moreover, with only the obvious changes in the mesh conditions required. For the sake of completeness, we shall next restate the most important of these theorems.
Let ^ denote the topology on A, 5f be a topology on A coarser than ^7 and & be the σ-algebra on A generated by 2^. In addition to the axioms (a)-(d) of § 1, assume the following four additional hypotheses. 
where the infima are taken over all sets G e g^ with IcG. With the help of (fli) and Theorem (1.4), we see that As Cesari observed, the relations v r = μi -μ~ need not represent Jordan decompositions of the signed measures v r . This situation is rectified by replacing (H^ by the slightly stronger hypothesis CHΊ)' : z is ί-quasi additive on A and \ [\z\, A] is finite, where t denotes the interior operator for the topology 5^. By (4.5), {Hy and (H 2 ) are equivalent to (.Hi), (H 2 ), and the statement that F(I) = F(P) for every interval I. PROPOSITION We turn now to Cesari ? s theorem on the existence and representation of Cesari-Weierstrass integrals. Let T: A-> K, x = T{w), be a mapping from A into a metric space K, and let f: KxE m -+E l9 a = f(χ, q), be a real-valued function defined on the product space KxE m .
Assume {Hy and (H 2 )-(H 4 ). Then
Let S™" 1 = {qeE m : \q\ = 1} be the unit sphere in E n . Finally, let w I denote an arbitrary point of /for each interval Ie {/}. The proof, given in [2, 3] for K a subset of some Euclidean space, is valid if K is simply a metric space.
